Successful Embolization Therapy through Reentry Tear in the Right Subclavian Artery for Treating Patent False Lumen in the Aortic Arch Formed after Type A Dissection Repair
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A 73-year-old woman had undergone hemiarch replacement with primary entry resection for treating acute type A dissection 6 years ago. Postoperative computed tomography (CT) showed a patent false lumen (FL) in the aortic arch and a reentry tear in the right subclavian artery. The remaining aortic arch enlarged, which resulted in formation of a 55-mm-diameter aneurysm. We performed reentry occlusion using embolization with glue and coil. The patient’s clinical course after the procedure was uneventful, and subsequent CT showed that FL was thrombosed and had decreased in size.
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Case Report

A 73-year-old woman developed AAAD 6 years ago. At onset, computed tomography (CT) showed a patent FL extending from the ascending aorta, which had enlarged to a diameter of 5.0 cm, to left common iliac artery (LCIA). She underwent emergency HAR because of a primary entry tear located in the ascending aorta. Open distal anastomosis was performed under circulatory arrest. The intima and adventitia were sandwiched and reinforced with a felt strip, and the synthetic graft was secured with running sutures. Postoperative CT showed a patent FL extending from the aortic arch to LCIA and reentry tears in the RSCA (Figs. 1A and 1B), abdominal aorta, and LCIA. Three years later, aortic angiography showed strong flow from the reentry tear of RSCA to FL of the aortic arch (Fig. 1C); there were no new tears at the distal anastomosis site. Six years after onset, a follow-up CT showed a 26-mm-diameter aneurysm (enlargement of 6 mm/6 years) in the RSCA and a 55-mm-diameter aneurysm (enlargement of 15 mm/6 years) at the distal part of arch with saccular dilatation. Additionally, CT revealed a reentry tear in the RSCA, which was 2 cm distal to the right common carotid artery bifurcation, abdominal aorta, and LCIA. In arterial and venous phase CT, aortic arch thrombosis was detected; in addition, the area extending from abdominal aorta below the level of celiac artery to LCIA was found patent. Although CT revealed aortic arch thrombosis, we understood that reentry flow from the RSCA to FL was an important factor for aortic dilatation. We chose to perform reentry occlusion rather than redo-TAR because it is less invasive. The occlusion method involved transcatheter arterial embolization (TAE) as a distinct approach from the covered stent placement because of difficulties in per-
forming the procedure without cervical debranching.

In TAE, the right brachial artery and right femoral artery were cannulated to obtain therapeutic and angiographic routes, respectively. Intraoperative angiography was performed, which showed reentry flow from the RSCA to FL of the brachiocephalic artery (BCA) without diffusion throughout the FL of the aortic arch (Fig. 2A). Using 0.014-inch guidewire, a 5-Fr cobra-type guiding catheter (Elway, Terumo Clinical Supply, Kakamigahara, Japan) was inserted into the RSCA and a microballoon catheter (Attendant LP, 4.5 mm, Terumo Clinical Supply) was advanced into the FL through the tear. After microballoon occlusion of the inlet port, 2.0 ml of 5% dextrose solution was flushed and 0.5 ml of glue [mixture of equal parts of N-butyl-2-cyanoacrylate (NBCA) and ethiodized oil] was subsequently injected (B-glue technique) (Fig. 2B). The balloon was deflated 50s after injecting the glue and removed without resistance or glue migration; afterward, a detachable microcoil (5 mm diameter×12 cm length; Cashemere, Johnson and Johnson, Tokyo, Japan) was placed proximal to the glue (Fig. 2C). The whole procedure was uneventful. CT performed immediately after TAE showed that the FL of the aortic arch was completely thrombosed, and a follow-up CT performed 2 years later showed that the FL reduced in size. Surprisingly, the FL of the abdominal aorta below the level of celiac artery was thrombosed and decreased in size (Figs. 3A–3D).

**Discussion**

Following surgery in patients with AAAD, aortic surgeons often face troubles of late dilatation of the distal aorta. Such dilatation after AAAD repair has been reported to occur in approximately 40% of patients. Kimura et al. have reported that the rate of surgical reintervention (involving thoracic endovascular aneurysm repair) to the aortic arch after AAAD repair is 7.8%, and Preventza et al. have reported that the mortality rate of traditional open surgery is 11.7%. In practice, distal dilatation can cause many problems, which may result in inoperable as
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Many studies have mentioned that patent FLs and non-resection of primary entries are potential predictors of late aortic dilatation. In previous AAAD cases, an intimal tear has been found in the ascending aorta in more than 60%, arch in 13%–30%, and descending aorta in 6% of cases. Additionally, multiple tears have been found in 8%–10% of cases, whereas 3% of cases have not shown any tear. The primary entry tear is rarely located in the cervical branch, and entry or reentry tears are often located near the vessel ostium. Additionally, AAAD is often associated with a dissected cervical branch (BCA, 57%; RSCA, 24%; right common carotid artery, 41%; left common carotid artery, 27%; left subclavian artery, 24%).

The patency rate of FLs at the distal site after surgery is reported to be 62%–70%, and approximately 50% of patients with patent FLs show aortic growth. Therefore, under regulated conditions, aortic surgeons should select a surgical procedure for AAAD that rectifies problems associated with patent FLs. If patent FLs persist post-surgery, it is important to resolve them. In this context, reentry occlusion may be one of the alternative solutions; however, the use of covered stents at the site of aortic arch and cervical branch is frequently difficult without debranching of supra-aortic vessels. Additionally, Uchino et al. have described BCA dissection as a potential predictor of patent FLs of the aortic arch after HAR. A previous report has mentioned that dissected BCAs remain in 48% of patients after AAAD repair. The BCA is larger than other branch vessels, and it receives quick and extensive blood flow from the heart. Reentry occlusion of supra-aortic vessels (especially related to the BCA) may sometimes be useful; however, it currently remains uncommon. NBCA has been used in TAE of arterial hemorrhages and aneurysms, and it has the advantage of quickly forming glue cast matching the shape of target spaces. Based on this advantage, we chose this material as an aid to coil. However, NBCA has disadvantages of proximal embolization, distal migration, reflux, etc. B-glue technique proposed by Hamaguchi et al. has been used for flow control in TAE. This technique is extremely useful for preventing cerebral embolization and infarctions caused by NBCA, as observed in this case. Additionally in this case, the decisive factor for determining TAE was the angiography performed 3 years previously. It is also important to note the findings of progressive follow-up CT scans for treating aortic dissection.

Conclusion

We present a case of thrombosis and shrinkage of an FL after treatment with embolization through a reentry tear in the RSCA. Embolization of patent FLs at the BCA may be an effective therapeutic approach for treating aortic arch dilatation after HAR in patients with AAAD; additionally, it may be able to avoid redo surgeries not only in the arch but also in the thoracoabdominal aorta. Taken together, we should consider less invasive therapies, such as TAE, while selecting a surgical procedure after AAAD repair.
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